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Did You Say Bream?
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Good job, God. Sunrise across the lake.
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The Earl and I were back
at White Oak Plantation for
our annual, “Fill the Freezer
with Fillets” trip. And, we
were experimenting. Since
it was so hot, we just put
our light rainsuits on over…
well, just over us.(Note: it
was still so hot, after a bit,
we took them off but I am
not permitted to show any
pictures of that.) That is,
however, a great way to fish
but requires some care in
hook and fish handling.
The first bass of the trip
was one that was right
about four-pounds. Fun
to catch on a flyrod but
way too big to keep. The
lake, mere steps from the
lodge, needs an annual
culling. Therefore, we keep
every bass between 10 and
17-inches and all the bream
that are hand-size or larger.
We are, in truth, fishing to
not only control fish populations but fill our freezers.
Here are the final stats:
We filleted 140, big bream
and 57 bass. We brought
home 37, vacuum bags
of fillets and we fed eight
people a great fish dinner,
Saturday night. My hands,
and this is no lie, are raw
from handling fish. The
Judge and I used artificial
lures-small jigs or Road
Runner type lures. On crickets, we probably could have
PHOTO PROVIDED doubled that number. Dave
David Earl Durham and the first bass of the trip. Great way and I, fried 50-fillets, one
to start. We filleted over 50-bass and threw at least that from each side of 25- small
bass. None were left. The
many back.
smaller bass are every bit
as tasty as the bream and in
fact, properly cooked, you
cannot tell them apart. The
bream, are of a size, three is
all I can eat. I will tell you,
right now, the pictures do
not do them justice. Threequarters to one pound are
about average.
The weather was a cross
between beautiful and miserable. I even got a picture
of great “hook” cloud just
north of the lodge. We had
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showers, torrential downThe catch from one morning session: 41-bream and 18 pours, blinding sun/heat
bass.
and humidity. Mixed in
White Oak-May, 2018.
Thunder rumbled and a
light shower ensued. I doubt
it rained more than an inch
in the next 15-minutes. But,
it was plenty warm. Maybe
94 and at 16-feet above sea
level, sure, we had humidity.

Retired Judge, David Earl,
“I’m going to North Dakota
Next Week”, Durham, finally quit talking about how
cool it was on Lake Plenty of
Bass and set the hook on the
first bass of the trip.
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Even I caught one…or two.
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A light shower is no obstacle when you catch two at a time.

with that, God threw in a
couple great dawns.
The trip-from noon
Friday to noon Sunday, is
an annual event for Dave
and I. We have been doing
it for several years. We don’t
work at it very hard. We
fish about three hours in
the early morning and the
same in the afternoon. The
rest of the time, we visit
with Robert and Hilda and
Mathew and Merri and their
kids, Cade and Zack. And
we clean fish. I figured we
fished maybe 12-hours in
the two afternoons and two
mornings. We spent five

hours filleting fish. It is an
absolutely superb trip for
kids of all ages. Yes, you
can book a trip and it is
cheap. Simply call Robert
Pitman at 1-334-727-9258.
White Oak is located just
outside Tuskegee, AL, 356miles from my driveway in
Lebanon. Their weekend
packages are designed to get
kids fishing. You are going
to catch a lot of fish from the
carefully mowed bank.
The lake features bass,
including Tiger bass and
bluegill or bream, far larger
than anything you are going
to catch around here. There

are also shellcrackers, a few
catfish and some grass carp.
Throw in some turtles and
three friendly alligators with
a plethora of birds, deer and
other wild creatures and you
have a perfect setting.
As mentioned, the Judge
and I use artificial lures,
simply because we are lazy.
A cane pole and bobber will
work just as well with crickets or meal worms. If you
want to fill your freezer or
get a youngster started and
hooked on fishing, this is
the way to do it.
I strongly recommend it.
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An average bream, right at nine-inches and ¾-pound.

These eight bream were caught in about six minutes and weigh just under seven pounds.
We cleaned a lot of fish.

